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TEELENT PRESENTS…

Teelent.it is the first community of artists for artists who want to support the 
talent for free and that counts today over 40.000 Artists from 117 Nations!

The one you hold in your hands is the result of a contest attended by over 
100 artists from 23 countries around the world, one of the many contests 
that Teelent.it launches to artists from all over the world to make them 
know and spread their art.

Now you just have to immerse yourself in the world of Teuta Kelmendi.

And if you want to support the dream of some of them, starts by voting 
on https://www.teelent.it/start-wall/
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biography

Teuta
Kelmendi

Teuta Kelmendi was born on 21. 
May 1988 In Peja, Kosovo.
During her childhood she was 
surrounded with books, movies 
and music with different cultural 
backgrounds, a part that 
impacted her as a child to love 
and create different pieces of 
art. 
She has 10 years of experience, 
between art and architecture. 
She has worked in different 

projects from cultural heritage 
preservation to digital mapping 
in Municipality of Prishtina. She 
dedicated her passion for 
art starting with art classes 
for children and art lovers to 
culminating with her artworks 
digitally exhibited on June 2012 in 
Times Square and in 2019 at the 
One World Trade Center through 
the See Me platform in New York. 

 

@yugen_byteutakelmendi

Yugen by Teuta Kelmendi

tkelmendi@gmail.com



87 SomaBook Station Casa

casa
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Dit’ e Nat’

Dit’ e Nat’



1211 Prince Caffee

babel



1413 SondeR



1615 RemembeR me

RemembeR 
me



1817 Half&Half

Half&Half



2019 Bake and Cake

Bake and 
Cake



2221 Cup O’ Tea

Cup O’ Tea



2423 My Caffee

My caffee



2625 Teatro

Teatro



2827 Furra Buka

Furra Buka



3029 Matisse Union



3231 Elida

Elida



3433 Ponte Vecchio

Ponte Vecchio



3635 Le Bouchon

Le Bouchon



3837 Bon Vivant

Bon Vivant



4039 Morena Since 1996

Morena 
Since 1996
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Margo

Margo



4443 Bifeja e Trekendeshit

Bifeja e 
Trekendeshit



4645 Edi Club

Edi Club



4847 Ha Mire

Ha Mire



5049 Sach Caffee

Sach Caffee



5251 Kadare

Kadare



5453 MIQT Taverna

MIQT 
Taverna



5655 Positive Bar



5857

Anise

Anise



6059

Marcus  
Coffe Shop

Marcus Coffe Shop
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The series of illustrations are a 
literal biographical sketch, based 
on my life story, happening 
around a cup of coffee. Through 
my days I am taken by the hum 
of the coffee machine mixed 
with the music playing in the 
background, and conversation on 
the table. 
I feel deep sonder, thinking that 
each random guest is living a 
life as vivid and complex as 
our own, populated with their 
own ambitions, friends, routines, 
worries and inherited craziness.
It is a visual description of epic 
stories that continue invisibly 
around me, like an anthill 
sprawling deep underground, 
with elaborate passageways 
to thousands of other lives that 
we’ll never know existed, in which 
we might appear only once, as 
an extra sipping coffee in the 
background. 

description

As a young citizen of Pristina, the 
capital of Kosovo, my life develops 
between the complexity of art of 
structures around me, responding 
also to my architectural education 
background. 
I devoted 30 days to sketch my 
daily routine of coffee drinking, 
something that is characteristic 
of the life in this city– and a 
main “activity” of the large young 
population that lives in a relatively 
poor country with limited 
prospects. 
Kosovo while being the youngest 
country in Europe is at the same 
time the most isolated country, 
having very few options for its 
citizens to travel, see the world 
and share the culture and values.
This book through these paintings 
is a representation of life with 
many limitations and walls 
surrounding us, while not losing 
the sense of beauty. 
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